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Postcards and the Chromophilic 
Visual Culture of Expo 67 

JOHANNE SLOAN 

When Expo 67 opened to the public on 28 April 1967, a vast amount of textual and 
visual material had already been released to the public, announcing the marvels 
of the upcoming world's fair. This advance publicity included a series of chrome 
postcards showing three-dimensional models or architectural drawings of the var 
ious pavilions to be built on the Expo site. In one striking night -time view, a minia 
ture version of the Canada pavilion is artfully illuminated and photographed from 
the point of view of its future Ile Notre-Dame setting: the shimmering silhouette 
of the (real) Montreal skyline stretches out horizontally in the background, while 
the St Lawrence River flowing between them pulsates with multi -coloured lights 
(see plate 19). Like the other architectural projects sponsored by individual coun
tries for the world's fair, the Canada pavilion was supposed to celebrate a sense of 
nationhood, and indeed this mandate was especially key for Canada as the host 
country, having invited the world to bear witness to its centenary. That ideologi
cal imperative does not come across in the above-mentioned postcard, however. 
Instead, this is a fantastical image which manages, due to its disguised montage 
techniques and amplified coloration, to seamlessly join the workaday city to an 
imagined, unbuilt place, while cloaking Canada's national pavilion in a strangely 
alluring nocturnal atmosphere. This diminutive postcard is thus an elaborate pic
torial construction, and I want to suggest that it points to larger questions about 
the colour-saturated visual environment of Expo 67. 

To understand the impact of this world's fair, it is undeniably important to 
address the humanistic, modern-sounding, nation-joined-to-nation message which 
was trumpeted throughout Expo 67's official publications, reports, and speechify
ing. This official story gets more complicated, however, if we take into considera
tion the range of visual experiences and material artefacts available throughout 
the exhibition site. Visitors who bought Expo 67 postcards continued on their 
trajectory through the exhibition grounds, encountering experimental displays of 
photographs, moving images, and projections; striking shows of ephemeral colour 
and light; and a range of immersive visual environments . It is thus possible to 
consider postcards as a constituent part of Expo 67's distinct visual culture . Indeed 
the postcard can provide the axis for this discussion, because its repertoire of low
budget special effects seems to enhance the temporal and spatial ambiguities of 
the world's fair experience. 
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The selection of Expo 67 postcards available for sale to visitors eventually includ
ed photographs of full-size pavilions, with recognizably flesh-and-blood people 
occupying the site. Even these allegedly truthful documents possess a synthetic 
quality, though. The nocturnal scene described above - with its fake pavilion, elab
orate mise-en ~scene, and enhanced lighting - is obviously a work of artifice. But 
there is a comparable pictorial/ colouristic excess in the postcards based on pho
tographs of real buildings . Expo 67 postcards (whether featuring real buildings 
or architectural maquettes) come adorned with those gaudy popsicle-blue skies 
which are so familiar to us from other postcards; the lawns, trees, and bushes of 
the exhibition grounds are endowed with a preternatural, neon green-ness; while 
the enlivening accents of carmine or turquoise on flowers, vehicles, or the gar
ments of Expo 67 visitors are revealed upon close examination to be splashes of 
pigment added to the original photograph. As Peter White has commented about 
the postcards of this era, the heightening of colour had become ever more exces
sive, to the point that the 'glorious affront to reality' posed by postcard imagery 
was the very basis of its appeal.1 Added to this intensified colour scheme is the 
Expo 67 postcard's glossiness, a characteristic of photochrome postcards (com
monly known as 'chromes') when a coat of varnish laid atop of the photograph 
created an even shinier, more seductive pictorial surface. 2 

Expo 67 postcards must be considered in relation to the consumer I tourist econ
omy which came into existence in the postwar era, whereby keyed-up images 
accompany the encounter with new products and places, and everything new 
comes wrapped in hyperbolic colours and shiny plastic . The garish quality of Expo 
67 postcards is certainly a characteristic of other postcards from this era, those fea
turing roadside attractions and sightseeing destinations. And yet, even as they 
resemble conventional souvenir items and are full of punchy commercial appeal, 
the Expo 67 postcards signify something more . They present the world's fair as 
a site of possibility and fantasy, where the material world has an unanticipated 
plasticity. The exaggerated coloristic effects common to postcards come to play an 
important role in conveying the utopian promise of Montreal's world 's fair. 

World's Fair Imagery 

Expo 67 postcards can be compared to the imagery of earlier world's fairs, as 
some aesthetic and ideological traits have undoubtedly persisted throughout the 
history of these events. Robert Rydell has described how early world's fair post
cards coincided with the heyday of colonialism and served to transmit a sense 
of American/European cultural and racial superiority. He characterizes both the 
world's fairs themselves as well as their accompanying postcards as 'enmeshed 
in the struggles for cultural and political control stemming from efforts to build 
empires around the globe.' 3 Understood in this way, postcards are destined to 
provide a visual affirmation of the West's expansionist and exploitative poli
cies . Rydell does nevertheless acknowledge that world's fair postcards can also 
embody 'sentiments of escape and enchantment,' 4 but he does not fully explore 
these rather contradictory assertions. Yet this is a crucial question: how do post
cards assert the world fair's message (its imperialist, technocratic, and commer-
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cial imperatives), while also illustrating an escapist, enchanted leap out of this 
ideological paradigm? 

Turning to a specific case-study can be illuminating with regard to this contra
diction. The 1893 World's Fair in Chicago (also known as the World's Columbian 
Exposition) launched the picture postcard craze in North America, and these early 
postcards took the form of coloured lithographs, each one dramatically isolat
ing an individual pavilion from the so-called 'White City.' Peter Bacon Hales has 
argued that a very different kind of image - large-scale photographs of the fair, 
specially commissioned from Charles Dudley Arnold - faithfully replicated the 
vision of Chicago's entrepreneurs, who saw the world's fair as 'an opportunity to 
create the ideal city and realize their grand scheme: an urban environment based 
on concepts of planning, order, monumentality, and symbolic historicism.' 5 And so 
Arnold's photographs reinforced this 'message about urban civilization' 6 - a mes
sage which must be linked to the world's fairs' bigger claims about the superiority 
of Euro-American civilization, as discussed by Rydell. But Hales is much more 
specific about how such ideas take material and pictorial form, explaining that 
Arnold used very large cameras and negatives to achieve precision and detail and 
to 'maximize the illusion of photographic transparency.' 7 And so these hyper-real 
black and white images connote documentary truth, while functioning politically 
to impose a vision of immutable beauty and power. In these photographs, the 
sparkling whiteness of this quasi-urban environment was in marked contrast to 
the greyness and grimness of late nineteenth-century industrial Chicago. Still, this 
was an ideal city only in appearance, for 'people were never meant to occupy and 
use this city; they were meant to witness it.' 8 Another author points out that 'the 
varying architectural "styles" adopted affected the surface only,' as the buildings 
were in actuality shed-like structures tricked out with Greek or Roman or Ren
aissance facades. 9 So it is significant that the White City's impact was all about 
surfaces and superficial impressions, about the manipulation of appearances and 
images. 

While Arnold's photographs were disseminated as the fair' s officially sanctioned 
visual representations, 'Official Souvenir Postal' postcards, made by Charles W. 
Goldsmith and the American Lithographic Company, were produced, sold, col
lected, and sent in great numbers, and it can be argued that they were equally 
responsible for visually circumscribing and defining this important world's fair, 
albeit in a very different way from Arnold's photographs. Hales's text does not 
mention postcards at all, but we might indeed regard these as rival sets of images. 
Most obviously, the chromolithograph postcards are based not on photographs 
but on vignette-type coloured drawings. The pavilions are enveloped in glow
ing sunsets and misty vapours, while an assortment of putti, allegorical figures, 
and mythic creatures 'linger in the vicinity. The images are somewhat in the style 
of J.M.W. Turner's romantic, atmospheric watercolours of Venice, executed in the 
early part of the nineteenth century. 10 Whereas the Arnold photographs endow 
the ephemeral White City with the illusion of realness, materiality and perma
nence, the Turneresque postcards have the opposite effect of de-materialization: 
the world's fair looks like a dreamscape, about to disappear in a puff of smoke or 
fade away like a memory. 
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These two groups of images thus represent extremes: a world's fair could be ren
dered according to the conventions of realism or as alluringly embellished images, 
inviting a kind of escapist visual pleasure. This latter tendency has in fact been 
dominant in world's fair postcards. Some world's fair postcards were printed on 
silver-foil paper or had glitter pasted onto them, and others have fancy decorative 
borders or are 'hold-to-light,' which means that cityscapes or individual build
ings get magically illuminated when the postcard is held to a light source. At one 
of the most famous early twentieth-century events, the New York World's Fair of 
1939, very little of the official imagery took the . guise of objective documentation, 
and the postcards accompanying this event are some of the most extravagant and 
fanciful world's fair imagery ever produced. These intensely coloured, non-pho
tographic images 11 seem to capture the futuristic ethos of this particular world 's 
far. It is not the evocation of a future world which is their essential characteris
tic, however, because in their pictorial excess they otherwise greatly resemble the 
above-mentioned World's Columbian Exhibition postcards, which were based on 
architecture and iconography that deliberately set out to look ancient. Whether 
evoking historicity or futurity, then, what is key is that a genre of world's fair post
card became a mechanism for imaginative dislocation and time travel. 

Whether a world's fair set out to evoke historicity (like the 1893 event) or futur
ity (like the 1939 event) , it is important to note that all the postcards under discus
sion are inescapably modern, in that both photography and lithography imply 
the mechanical reproducibility of images, as well as their mass production, distri
bution, and consumption . Thus postcards exemplify the emergence of a modern 
image-world, even if the availability of colourful and enticing imagery is so much 
a part of contemporary experience that we tend to take it for granted. 

The question of how world's fairs intersect with modern visuality pre-dates the 
postcard, though, and one of the most remarkable world's fair images is an art 
work from exactly one hundred years prior to Expo 67: Edouard Manet's painting 
of the 1867 Paris Exposition Universelle .12 Manet's painting shows a cross-section 
of Parisians out and about in the city, looking off in different directions, with the 
exposition a flickering apparition in their field of vision (and in ours too, as view
ers of the painting.) The art historian T.J. Clark has pointed out that Manet's paint
ing appeared at a moment when there was a heightened consciousness about the 
old city disappearing and a new, modern urban environment arising to take its 
place. 13 Manet is renowned for his sketchy, disintegrative approach to painting this 
urban environment as well as the people who inhabit it, as if this were the only 
way of describing the fragm entary and alienated nature of modern experienc e. 
It could be said that Manet's painting is the antithesis of a postcard, or at least 
the stereotype of the postcard, understood as a gloss y and seamless picture, as a 
throwaway visual commodity, and as an authorless point of view onto the world. 
Of course Manet's painting is most unlike the lowly world 's fair postcard because 
this large painting (it is approximately two metres wide) is considered a master
piece of nineteenth-century French art. But Manet's reputation as an exemplary 
modern artist is linked to how he focused on ordinary people, instead of ' timeless' 
heroes and gods, and how he represented the geography of everyday life instead 
of idealized scenery. When something as ephemeral and vulgar as a world's fair 
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can become the object of profound aesthetic investigation, the distance between 
paintings and postcards is diminished . Finally, Manet's painting sheds light on the 
subsequent history of world's fair imagery, including Expo 67 postcards, because 
it problematizes the pleasure to be gained from the sight of the world's fair . 

The Visual Culture of Expo 67 

Postcards at Expo 67 were examined and bought at various locations throughout 
the site, got carried around and mailed off at the end of the day, or were brought 
back home at the end of a trip . These postcards entered larger circuits of image 
transmission, alongside many other instances of moving and still images through
out the pavilions and exhibition grounds. Elsewhere in this book Ben Highmore 
deploys the notion of 'phantasmagoria' to analyse the veritable assault of imagery, 
information, and entertainment which confronted the Expo 67 visitor. It could also 
be claimed that Expo 67 was a spectacle, in accordance with Guy Debord's influ
ential text The Society of the Spectacle, published in 1967. It is worth noting that the 
English translation of this book actually includes a few photographs of the 1964-5 
New York World's Fair as illustrations, so that when we read, 'the spectacle is the 
moment when the commodity has attained the total occupation of social life,' the 
world's fair becomes the visible evidence of that totalizing operation. 14 Debord 
delivers an apocalyptic account of passive consumption and alienation, even if his 
own practice as a Situationist activist/ artist insisted that the strategic reposition
ing of images could be a form of resistance. 15 Is it warranted to regard Expo 67 
only as a corporate, capitalist, and neo-colonial spectacle, given its tremendous 
range of visual displays and technologies, produced under the auspices of differ
ent nations, political systems, media practices, and aesthetic agendas? The concep
tual vocabulary of visual culture is more productive, I would suggest, as a way to 
negotiate Expo 67's complex network of representations and visual experiences. 

'Visual culture' is sometimes presented as a newly capacious and inclusive cat 
egory: instead of approaching pa intings as the exclusive property of art history, 
films as belonging to cinema studies, and advertisements as the responsibility of 
media scholars, for instance, all of these can be regarded as comparable visual 
artefacts, occupying the same interdisciplinary field of inquiry. This rather hope 
ful view of visual culture as a wide open realm, where images of various descrip 
tions float freely, available to one and all, has been challenged by other scholarly 
voices, however. Irit Rogoff has insisted that what is at stake is 'the constitution of 
a new object of knowledge,' 16 which can only be achieved through negotiation and 
struggle and when it is understood that 'the field of vision becomes a ground for 
contestation. '17 The value of 'visual culture' as an intellectual project is precisely 
that it has triggered debates about the ever-shifting relationships between visual 
objects, practices of representation, spectatorship, modes of experience, and so 
forth. We can focus more closely on the epistemological boundaries erected by dis 
ciplines like art history, whereby only certain kinds of images are deemed worthy 
of scholarly scrutiny and aesthetic debate. This is certainly relevant to the present 
discussion, as the very marginality, anonymity, and disposability of postcards is 
in contrast to the more enduring value accorded to those images labelled 'art .' 
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It should be noted too that historians and institutions of photography have only 
recently begun to take postcards seriously, perhaps because some images are so 
painted over and gussied up that their photographic origins are barely recogniz
able.18 Some scholars are in agreement, though, with the historian of photography 
Geoffrey Batchen's manifesto -like call to study 'vernacular' images 'made in vast 
numbers by anonymous, amateur, working -class and sometimes even collective 
hands.' 19 

Visual culture can also point to certain telling gaps between disparate visual 
media and technologies, including those belonging to differing historical peri
ods.20 In these terms visual culture is not merely a repository for multiple kinds 
of images, but has become a methodological challenge, a way of assessing how 
different modes of seeing and making images continually impinge on each other. 
Instead of regarding the postcard in isolation, therefore, this essay attempts to situ
ate those little rectangles of coloured cardboard as part of a dynamic visual field. 

The range of images and visual experiences that became constituent parts of 
Expo 67's visual culture include multimedia displays and experimental screen 
projections, as well as the extensive media coverage of this event in innumerable 
publications and programs. Added to these are the abundance of souvenir bro
chures, colouring books, ashtrays, or scarves imprinted with Expo 67 iconography 
and logos, which found their way into visitors' possessions; and we might look to 
that unofficial archive of amateur snapshots, slide shows, and home movies which 
got produced and taken home, far away from the Expo site (although some of this 
erstwhile private material has recently become available to a much wider pub
lic, thanks to postings on internet sites and programs such as YouTube, MySpace, 
Flickr, etc.). Where Batchen talks about 'vernacular photographies,' W.J.T. Mitchell 
has described a 'larger field of ... vernacular visuality or everyday seeing' which 
should be considered an integral part of visual culture. 21 Sometimes, as Mitch
ell says, 'even something as broad as "the image" does not exhaust the field of 
visuality .'22 We will never be able to reconstitute the innumerable, fleeting visual 
experiences of Expo 67 visitors, but a visual culture approach takes seriously this 
densely layered visual environment, with so much to look at, so many people 
looking intently, so many gazes intersecting . · 

Postcards provide evidence of the links between official views and subjective 
experiences at Expo 67. The photographic image reproduced on the Expo 67 post
card is not supposed to correspond to the perspective of an individual viewing 
subject, nor is it meant to divulge the psychological or emotive interiority of the 
person responsible for taking the photo . To describe this perspective as 'objec
tive' is to say that the image is made not according to the desires of a particular 
visitor wielding a camera, but in accordance with an established set of pictorial 
conventions : an architectural monument will be centrally positioned in the mid
dle distance, small-scale human figures animate the scene, low-lying bushes or 
flowers create a framing device in the foreground, and so on. And as mentioned , 
incredibly bright and slick expanses of blue sky are ubiquitous and seem to hold 
everything in place. This pumped-up colour is not necessarily the work of a cam
era at all but, rather, can be the result of a subsequent intervention in a photo Jab. 
And yet, the postcard also attests to a subjective encounter with the world's fair . 
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11.1 Postcard showing the Canada pavilion and its photographic 'People Tree.' 
Collection of Johanne Sloan . 

The postcard first makes its appearance as a multiple, commodified, anonymously 
authored image, but it is soon held in the hand and brought physically close to the 
body, and it is transformed into a form of intersubjective communication once it is 
inscribed with proper names and a personal message. 

The Impact of Colour 

Expo 67's experimental, high -tech cinema imagery has been much commented on, 
but in many cases still images too were enlivened and enhanced, and, in a way, 
set into motion through a range of spatial and technological interventions. Photo
graphs were integrated into the built environment in unusual ways - on strings of 
suspended disks in the Iran pavilion, for instance, or embedded into a spiralling, 
machine-like structure in the Australia pavilion. Expo 67 showed how ordinary 
photographs could become part of (or subsumed within) a colourful and kinetic 
spatial environment. Probably the most elaborately designed of these contrivances 
was the so-called People Tree adjoining the main inverted pyramid of the Canada 
pavilion: a spherical structure standing the equivalent of six storeys high, it con
sisted of a metal armature supporting red and orange 'leaves' - these are actually 
hundreds of documentary-style photographs of Canadians going about their dai
ly lives printed onto coloured nylon panels (fig. 11.1).23 These photographs came 
from the National Film Board of Canada's Still Photography Division, an organi
zation that existed from 1941 to 1984. As Carol Payne has noted, 'the Division 
served as the country's image bank, constructing a government-endorsed portrait 
of nationhood through documentary photography.' 24 The NFB Stills Division com -
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missioned and amassed a huge body of images that most often appeared in nar
rative sequences in a range of national and regional newspapers and magazines. 
The Expo 67 visitor might have encountered examples of this black-and-white 
documentary-style photography in her or his morning newspaper but would be 
reintroduced to this archive of photographs under radically different circumstanc
es at the People Tree. Here, the NFB photographs were dramatically enlarged, sus
pended in the air, while the significance of individual images was further obscured 
when the translucent panels were illuminated at night so that the whole structure 
became a glowing, golden orb. 

Did this fantastic overlay of colour and light undercut the moral authority 
and aesthetic integrity of the NFB documentary project, undermine its role as an 
'instrument ... for promoting a specific model of nationhood and citizenship'? 25 

Elsewhere at Expo 67 photographs sometimes appeared in a more conventional 
exhibition context as individual framed units seen in sequence on an interior wall 
with accompanying panels of text, but just as often attempts were made to animate 
photographs with the addition of light, movement, and colour. This impulse was 
certainly evident in the Canadian Kodak pavilion, for instance, where the promise 
that' dazzling color pictures virtually spring to life' 26 was fulfilled through a multi
screen slide show. The 'dazzle' of colourized photography was certainly associ
ated with the realm of pop culture at this time . 

If the documentary photograph was supposed to be a soberly presented black 
and white print, this reflected a long -standing bias against colour in the artworld. 
The 'art photograph' of the early twentieth century was admired for its subtle 
shadows and tones; it was not supposed to be a vulgar blare of colour (it could 
even be said that it should be the antithesis of a postcard). An international pho
tography exhibition at Expo 67, The Camera as Witness, consisting only of black 
and white photographs, provided this point of view in clear -cut terms. It was 
not until the late 1960s and 1970s that bodies of work by American photogra
phers such as Stephen Shore and William Eggleston became influential enough 
to change this strangely snobbish attitude towards colour photography, and it is 
noteworthy that Shore's switch to colour was directly inspired by postcards: 'I first 
became interested in color because of my interest in postcards and snapshots,' the 
artist has stated. 27 Both the expressive potential of colour and the conventionality 
of these vernacular images would become attractive to artists . 

This was hardly the first time that certain features of a world's fair were strik
ingly illuminated and colourized. The 1893 World's Columbian exhibition in 
Chicago had searchlights which 'moved to bathe different facades in temporary 
washes of purple, yellow, green, blue, and scarlet.' 28 Many other world's fairs fol
lowed suit, with special lighting effects pointed at buildings and fountains - and 
with postcards on hand to gild the lily, so to speak, by adding even more pictorial 
embellishment to what was already a visual extravaganza. At Expo 67 the deploy
ment of coloured light could have other connotations, too, linked to the counter
cultural 'light shows' of the 1960s. A recent exhibition/book about psychedelic 
art and experience argues for a complex field of signification around the play of 
flickering lights and swirling colours, whether found in artworks, poster design, 
fashion, film, or the ubiquitous light shows of the time. This psychedelic aesthetic 
promised 'the fully-fledged liberation of colour and form in tune with music, drug 
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experimentation and liberation on all fronts.' 29 The visitors who climbed up inside 
the People Tree, becoming themselves drenched in coloured light, were perhaps 
not unlike the bodies moving through pulsating light at the Fillmore, the famous 
music venue in San Francisco during its 'summer of love.' 30 And so it is possible 
that the special effects added on to documentary photographs in the People Tree 
brought a suggestion of countercultural pleasure and release to an otherwise pre
dictable nationalist project, and to otherwise conventional images of Canadians at 
work and play. 

Turning to some private (i.e., corporate) pavilions which also featured mov
ing colours and lights provides yet another perspective on the layers of mean
ing attached to this phenomenon. The Kaleidoscope pavilion was sponsored by 
six Canadian chemical companies (although some, like Cyanamid of Canada and 
Union Carbide of Canada, were clearly affiliates of multinationals), and its very 
subject matter was colour, or more specifically, 'Man and Color,' 31 adopting the 
humanistic 'Man and His ... ' lingo of Expo 67 (see plate 20). The official Expo 67 
guidebook announced: 'The pavilion is dedicated to color in daily life, and drama
tizes how chemistry, through color, contributes to the excitement of life.' 32 By the 
1960s these petrochemical industries were intent on introducing a rainbow of col
ours into the Western world's appliances, vehicles, household goods, and so on . 
So it is striking that these commercially motivated pavilions did not put an array 
of such multi-hued commodities on display, but instead detached the encounter 
with intense colour from the object -world and, indeed, from practices of represen
tation . Kaleidoscope's presentation of colour was highly abstract: the exterior of 
the pavilion dramatically mimicked a colour wheel, while inside, the main attrac
tion was a twelve-minute film of whirling, intensely coloured biomorphic shapes 
projected onto a massive screen. This film was meant to isolate the 'the emotional, 
psychological, and even physical effects of color .' Colour also featured prominent
ly at the Polymer pavilion, which was sponsored by the Polymer Corporation of 
Canada , a company which had been making synthetic rubber since the Second 
World War. It was announced that this pavilion broached 'the nature of light and 
color,' alongside displays about 'how to make things synthetically.' 33 Again, the 
specific kinds of raw materials or finished commodities in question were only 
vaguely alluded to. The Polymer pavilion seemed to suggest that the world was 
now characterized by a new malleability, a magical kind of plasticity, that could 
also be multi-coloured . The chromophilic rhetoric evident in these pavilions is, 
surprisingly, not so different from the desire for subjectiv ized, hallucinatory expe
rience expressed by the counterculture . Chemically and technologically produced 
colour, whether embedded in visual representations like postcards, or apparently 
detached and free-float ing, was presented as something valuable and pleasurable 
for its own sake. Liquid, plastic, moving colour could be the basis of a potentially 
emancipatory experience for Expo 67 ind ividuals. 

Quebec Pavilion Postcards 

The chromophilic visual culture of Expo 67 is particularly evident in the postcard 
of the Quebec pavilion. For the architectural historian Andre Lortie, the Quebec 
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pavilion at Expo 67 conveyed the message that 'the future of modern-day Quebec 
was resolutely industrial and urban.' 34 Lortie has compared the architectural integ
rity of this building, designed by Papineau, LeBlanc, Gerin-Lajoie, and Durand, 
to the absurdity of much Expo 67 architecture, singling out the French pavilion 
as a particular object of derision. In contrast, the Quebec pavilion is lauded for 
its 'modernistic signature,' its 'bold technical design,' its 'monumental quality.' 35 

Other authors have made different claims about the most significant buildings at 
Expo 67, but my purpose here is not to dispute the worth of this particular pavil
ion's architecture. Rather, I am concerned with what happened to this building 
when it entered into representation, becoming a postcard image and, as such, a 
component part of Expo 67's intensified visual culture. This austere, rationally 
conceived building acquired another sensibility when it was reinvented as a post
card image, although there are in fact two rather different postcard incarnations of 
the Quebec pavilion (see plate 21). One is based on a photograph of the built pavil
ion, and it is a matter-of-fact depiction of the architecture with the monorail pass
ing by in the foreground and with small -scale people and buildings visible in the 
background. The photograph was apparently taken on an overcast day, and if the 
inclined, gridded glass walls of the pavilion could be highly reflective, here only 
dull patches of cloud and greyish sky are visible on these surfaces. This is surely 
one of the plainest postcard images produced for Expo 67, with little in the way of 
heightened coloration or other pictorial effects. The other Quebec pavilion post
card was based on a colourful drawing, produced by the architects in anticipation 
of the world's fair, and it is an umeal nocturnal scene. This image of the Quebec 
pavilion circulated widely, appearing not only in postcard form, but also repro
duced on souvenir trays, ashtrays and scarves, on sugar packets, coasters, and 
beer bottle caps. A version of this multi-coloured drawing was also chosen to pub
licize the pavilion in the official Expo 67 guidebook, where it appeared inscribed 
with the word 'welcome' in multiple languages. 36 The most striking version of 
this image is in postcard form, though, because of the intensity and liquidity of its 
photographic colour: in this nighttime view the glass walls of the pavilion have 
become translucent, to reveal glowing red, yellow, and green elements within the 
interior of the building. The sky and surrounding environment are suffused with 
a molten blueness, ranging from a deep midnight hue in the higher reaches of the 
sky to an elegant frosty blue closer to ground level. People stand in small groups 
around the exterior of pavilion, bathed in this blue light and magnetically drawn, 
it seems, to the illuminated pavilion. In the extreme foreground is a woman who 
points towards the pavilion, accompanied by a man and two small children; these 
surrogate viewers draw our attention not only to the pavilion but to the strangely 
vast space within which it is apparently situated. 

This image is showy in the manner of other chrome postcards of the time, and 
its way of drawing the viewer in through heightened and abstracted coloration is, 
as we have seen, a characteristic of Expo 67's visual culture. Beyond these more 
formal properties, we can ask whether this postcard conveys something about Que
bec at this moment in time. The essays by Cote and Racine in this book attest to 
the questioning which arose in Quebec throughout the 1960s and that coincided 
with the staging of Expo 67, regarding the kinds of images, objects, or texts which 
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could most effectively express the extreme social transformations of this period. 
As noted, Lortie looks back to the ascetic modernism of the Quebec pavilion and 
identifies a collective destiny embodied in this architectural project. The pavilion 
and its displays were certainly used to articulate the present and future state of 

. Quebec, culminating in a futuristic gesture towards the year 2000.37 It is possible, 
though, that the postcard's hallucinatory rendering of the Quebec pavilion more 
effectively evokes a sense of excitement about modern life and the open -ended 
future of Quebec society at this moment. The commercial pavilions' homage to 
light and colour positioned the visitor as a consumer in an endlessly malleable (and 
profitable) material world, while we have also seen how exaggerated illumination 
and synthetic colour could destabilize existing cultural forms, whether buildings 
or photographs. If this chromophilic visual culture, with its connotations of plastic
ity, transformative energy, and pleasure, could be joined to a social project, how
ever, the resulting image would be potentially utopian . I would suggest that this 
throw-away pop -culture souvenir is particularly open to utopian readings because 
this was a moment of great social and political upheaval in Quebec, and Expo 67's 
fiction of stepping into a wondrous world was being enacted on our very door
step. It is not that the Quebec pavilion postcard illustrates a socially convincing 
future world - just the opposite, in fact: the pavilion seems to occupy an uncannily 
open, stretched -out space; the objects on display in the pavilion are as unintelligible 
as particles viewed in a microscope, and the 'citizenry' occupying this space are 
ambiguous figures, wandering through . But as theorists of utopia have noted, a 
utopian impulse does not necessarily accompany a direct intervention into politi
cal processes, nor does it imply a fully articulated and realistic representation of a 
better urban plan or an improved set of social relations. Instead, as Louis Marin has 
suggested, utopia becomes evident as a horizon-like opening within the world as 
we commonly know it, a 'gap between two frontiers or two continents, the old and 
the new worlds.' 38 A no -place has the potential to become a 'limitless place,' 39 and a 
previously unimagined realm of pleasure and freedom becomes apparent. With its 
exaggeratedly open space, its expanse of surreal blueness, its pleasurably pulsat
ing lights and colours, the Quebec pavilion postcard suggests such an imaginative 
space - for the people of Quebec, but possibly too for all of Expo 67's temporarily 
global citizens . 

When Images Stop Moving 

Over the course of Expo 67 and afterwards too (since souvenir artefacts continue 
to be collected today), different categories of Expo 67 postcards circulated at the 
same time. As was true of the Quebec pavilion, there were double versions of the 
pavilions of France, Ethiopia, Mexico, among others - one a photograph of an 
architectural drawing or maquette, the other a photograph of the built pavilion. 
Surely these images of unbuilt pavilions remain so compelling because, for the 
person who holds onto such a postcard, the Expo 67 experience remains forever a 
realm of possibility. 

One of the defining features of the postcard is its mobility. It is an image that gets 
picked up somewhere but then travels; it traces a trajectory between people and 
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between geographic locations. The status of the postcard as an image on the move 
resonates in distinctive ways at Expo .67 because the entire event demanded active 
and moving viewers, and because the nations, ideologies, and products on display 
were swept up in a visual rhetoric of pulsating colour and light. But is the postcard 
an image in motion, exemplifying our contemporary image -world of ever -moving 
and fleeting visual impressions? Or is the postcard best understood as an essential
ly immobile image? Richard Dienst writes: 'Postcards serve as emblematic frozen 
momen ts in the ceaseless transmission of culture'; 40 this suggests that postcards 
inscribe a provisional point of stillness within a world of constantly streaming 
imagery and information . This notion of a 'frozen' moment or image returns us 
to what might be called the bad repu tation of the postcard, its status as an unreli
able document of a particular time and place. Here we might recall that it was in 
1967 that the American artist Robert Smithson made one of his most important 
works, entitled A Tour of the Monuments of Passaic New Jersey. Smithson's project 
can be thought of as a kind of anti -Expo, as it set out not to celebrate technology 
and new forms of cultural exchange, but rather, to describe the entropic edges of 
modern urban life, what the artist characterized as 'a kind of self destroying post
card world.' 41 Here the postcard represents a congealed and commodified image 
that does not permit us to see that every social and natural environment exists in 
a state of constant change. Smithson reminds us that a postcard world becomes a 
self-annihilating world when it is not implica ted in historical, human time. 

Today the Expo 67 site is still recognizable from a few buildings which remain, 
and from various bits of signage and urban furniture which were somehow allowed 
to gradually lose their modern sheen, becoming overgrown with vegetative life. 
Yet alongside these more substantial material fragments, Expo 67 postcards have 
also remained, and they continue to circulate, to move, to shine brightly, and pos
sibly, to suggest the immanence of new worlds. 
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Plate 2 Colour slide of young visitors to Expo 67. 
Courtesy of Reuben Raiche!. 



Plate 3 'Youth Takes over Expo.' Canada Day cover of Weekend Magazine. 

Montreal Star/The Gazette (Montreal) ©1967. 









At Expo 67, Montreal, you can dine on Creole Gumbo, 
Prairie Grouse, Mutton a la shaslik, Suckling Pig and Viennese Apfelstrudel. 

Then experience weightlessness. 
Expo 67, the gre.ilest world exhibiti on of them 
all, is ,1 feast for the mind . That' s fine .1s for as 
it goes. Except that it sound s as though they've 
forgotten the food. 

They haven't. You'll be able to choose from 
an array of food. and ol place s to cut. that is 
truly ex1raordinary. 

Ther e's everything fro m nice , inexpensive 
c,1fctcrias serv ing good North 1\rnerican food 
10 exotic restaurant s that have been brought , 
complete with cuisine, chefs and chandelier s, 
from P.uis, Tokyo, Vien na, Bomb ay and dozen s 
of o ther faraway places. 

You'll be ;iblc lo choose from aulhentic 
foreign di shes that yo u'd find only on .1 world 
to ur, ,1ny other year. 

Alt tastes, all budge ts are cate red to. And 
food st,rnda rds and price s are rigidly con 
trolled by Expo 67, with the prices clearly 
po sted outside each restaurant. 

With so many marvelous menu s to enjoy , 
and so many fascinat ing spots to enjoy them 
in, you may well wonder where the weight · 
lessness comes in. 

The place 10 head for is the USSR Pavilion. 
In the great Lunar Hall , the Russians will treat 
rou 10 an out-of -thi s·w o r!d journey in space , 
including the sensation of .... weightlessness . 
(How they do it is thei r secret.) 

Come and try it, and the thousand-and- one 
other exciting experiences o( this amazing 
exhibition. See you in Canada, at Expo 67, 
Montreal. 

S1ar1 plJnomg now. (xpo 67 Mhni ssion tickc1~ dt ,educed 
J<frJ11cc prrct•s ~.i1·c you up to 29°/g,MC on s.ile at banks, 
dcp.irtmcn1 sion-s, .tutomobi!c dubs, American Exp1ess 
oiiice<;, and whcrevt•r ~·ou see the Expo 67 sign. Your 
11ckct ,1dm1ts ~·ot1 10 .11/ 1he more 1h.m 100 pavilions, is 
good for unlimited ridt' s on the Expo hp1css, and much 
f1ccent cr1.1mmcn1 
You, accommod,t1ions ,n Mon1,eal arc gu.iran1ccd, at 
i;ovcn1mt•n1-controllt•d prices, by LOGEXl'O, the ornci.il 
hpo 6i burc.1u. R1:scrvc no w for wides t choice. \\',ite, 
mcnlioning daic s ,md type ol accommotfo \iom prcfc1-
rcd , 10 LOGEXl'O, L\po 6i, Mon tr<"al, P.Q., C.rnadJ. 
01 11•ri1c for free Cxpo 67 v.,cation pl,1nning inlo mlJt ion, 
mcludmg lull program of the World Festival o f cnte1-
t,1inment, IO Expo 67 Information Services, 150 Kc'1! SI., 
O tt.:iw.i, Ont. Canad.i 

Tt,o Universal and ln!o<nalional Ext,ibltlon Ol 1!,67 
Mont,e:. I. Caria<la/ APFUL :>a • OCTOBER 21. 1967 

Plate 7 'Experience weightlessness' advertisement, Canadian Corporation 
for the 1967 World Exhibition. 
Courtesy of Bruno Paul Stenson. 
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How to become a 
connoisseur without 

~ing canada: 
Go to Expo and dine 

onthedishe-sof 
OVff thirty n.tltOnS.. 

Plate 8 'How to Become a Connoisseur without Leaving Canada. ' Expo 67 
press photo, published in Toronto Star Weekly, 11 February 1967. 

Photo credit: Peter Croydon, RC.A. 



pou, le te~I• en francais voi, au d,but 

Can .$ 

Basler Zw iebelsuppe 1. -
Swiss onion soup with tas1y cheese toast - a delight! 

*** 
Luzerner Chugelipastetli 1.75 
Veal dumplings and fresh mushrooms in a crusty pastry shell 

*** 
Leberspiessli nach Ratsherrenart 3.-
caives' liver on a skew er. w rapped in grilled bacon and sage leaf, 
served on a bed of braised green beans with parsleyed pota toes 

Geschnetzeltes Kalbfleisch 
nach Zurcherart 3.-
scanoped veal in a rich cream-sauce, served 
with butter-sau tced "Aoesti .. pota toes 

*** 
Zuger Kirschtorte -.80 
A delicious butte r tart wit h Kirschwasser flavour 

Thurgauer Pfannkuchen 1 .50 
Thin pancakes stu ffed w ith fine ly diced app les and hazelnu ts, 
oven -glazed in praline butter 

Willkom men in der Sclm·eiz ! 

Zurich, Basie, Berne (the Federal capital), an d St. Ga ll are the four 
principal cit ies of Germa n-speaki ng Switzerland. This region lies 
between the Rhine, Lake of Co nstance, the Sarine river, the Jura, and 
the Alps with the Gott hard a nd the Matterhorn. While the inhab itants 
know Ger man, they main ly spea k regional Alemanic dia lects more or 
Jess incomprehensible even to their German and Austrian neighbours. 
Geo rge Mikes, the hu morist. probab ly had this in mind when he wrote 
that Switzerland is inhabite d by some 3897 tribes, a nu mber which 
doub tless constitutes an abso lute record . It is in this part or the coun try 
one sees the fairy~like landscapes or the Bernese Obe rland and or 
Centra l Switzerland with its Lake of the Fou r Cantons and Lucerne . 
To the east lie the Griso ns. the largest canton in Switzerland. 

Au/ Wiederse he11 in der Schweiz ! 

LA GRANDE CARTE 
Appetizers , Hot and Cold Snacks 
._. ___ , __ • ,e _ _ _ ... .i:-···· ___ , .... _., 

Plate 9 Menu of the 4 Regions Restaurant in the Switz erland pavilion, 
showing the offerings from the Germa n-speak ing part of the countr y. 

Collection of Rhona Richman Kenneall y. 

Can.$ 



Plate 10 The 'Fashion and Music' tableau in the 'Britain Today' exhibit of the Great 
Britain pavilion emphasized aspects of youth culture such as the Beatles and Mary Quant. 

Design Archives, University of Brighton (ESD00645). 
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Plate 12 Expo 67 logo designed by Julien Hebert , 
on the cover of the Expo 67 Graphics Manual (1963). 

Courtesy of Brun o Pa ul Stenson . 
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Plate 14 'One of the Best Jobs in Canada. ' Cover of Weekend Magazine, 29 July 1967. 
Montr ea l Star/T he Gaze tte (Montreal) ©1967. 





Plate 16 The film Canada 67, made using Circle-Vision 360-degree film, 
was shown in the pavilion of the Telephone Association of Canada. 

Image from Jean -Louis de Lorimier, Expo 67: The Memorial Album/L'album memorial 

(Toronto: Thomas Nelson and Sons Canada, 1967). 









Plate 20 Brochure for the Kaleidoscope pavilion . 
Courtesy of Bruno Paul Stenson . 







Plate 23 Habitat 04: Cite radieuse des chats/Cats Radiant City, 2004. Installation by Brian 
Jungen at Darling Foundry, Quartier Ephemere, Montreal, 2004. Plywood, carpet, cats. 

3.35 X 4.57 X 8.53 m (11' X 15' X 28'). 
Photo: Guy L'Heureux. Courtesy of Catriona Jeffries Gallery, Vancouver. 



MAN & HIS BROAD! 

Plate 24 Cov er of Tab In ternational, 27 May 1967. 
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